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LOGLINE
When a power outage threatens Landry Family
Furniture’s final “Going Out of Business” sale, Martha,
the matriarch, attempts to reconnect the power and
her fractured family.

SYNOPSIS
As Martha, the unappreciated matriarch and manager
of Landry Family Furniture, physically readies the
store for their doorbuster closeout sale, she is
emotionally unready to move on. Caught up in
nostalgia for her once happy family and thriving
business, Martha refuses to sign her name to the sale
paperwork despite agitation and pleas from the “Sofa
King,” her ex-husband, and their grown children.
So when the store itself presents a new challenge in
the form of a power outage, Martha makes a final
attempt to save her legacy - by stealing electric from
the gas station next door. Culminating in an exciting
twist ending, this marginalized woman becomes the
star of the show.
READ: WE ARE MOVING STORIES: INTERVIEW WITH SOFA
QUEEN WRITER/ DIRECTOR, JENNY KLEIMAN

FROM THE DIRECTOR
Sofa Queen was born from my longtime fascination
with “Mom n’ Pop” stores and their wonderfully,
terrible commercials. Across the United States, from
Charleston, SC (where I was raised) to Clifton,NJ
(where we shot), you’ll find identical lengths of
highway featuring a strip mall, car lot, fast food drive
thru, and- last but not least- a furniture store. Deeply
woven into the American identity, these highway stops
are largely overlooked but are debatably the epicenter
of the suburban and rural cultural fabric.
However, this piece is truly about the family’s
matriarch. My own mother often jokes she’s like a cat
with nine lives – reinventing herself again and again,
but I hear this from so many women/women–
identifiers. We’re forced to evolve in different ways
than men – fulfill more roles at once, whilst trying to
claim our space and piece of the pie. This film is about
shedding skin and letting go of past selves, so we can
step into new ones. And sometimes- hint, hint- you’ve
just gotta burn it all down to be able to move on.
I was inspired to write a character struggling against
the aging process - a battle seemingly endless;
controlling many women’s entire narrative until it is,
inevitably, lost.

When youth, looks, family, and work - EVERYTHING
that has previously defined this one woman’s life come to a grand finale, how does she start over?
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ABOUT JENNY KLEIMAN
Jenny Kleiman is a director,
screenwriter, and producer. She
received a BFA in Film Production
with a minor in Gender Studies
from University of Colorado at
Boulder in 2009.
Her first feature script, American
Princess, was featured as the #1
Trending Script on The Black List
for two weeks in March 2019 and
finished #16 overall for the first
quarter. She is currently in
development on TV pilot of the
dystopian thriller, Double Vision,
and the horror feature film, Held by Water.
As a producer, Jenny and longtime collaborator, Eve
Morrisey, formed The Royal Wild in 2014. Their first
feature project, Fleurs, is currently in pre-production for
Spring 2021, a co-production with Alexis Varouxakis
(Good Time, Arkansas, I Am Mother) of Adrenaline
Entertainment.
Jenny also co-founded Women's Independent Film
Channel, a streaming service cultivating exposure for
women in film. It was selected for the competitive 2017
class of Project Entrepreneur by the Rent the Runway
Foundation.
She loves living in New York, throwing pottery on the
wheel, and her very good boy, Vali, a Border Collie mix.
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